VideoRecall
Analyze, Search and Recall your Video

intuVision’s forensic video analysis tool offers automated video exploitation and effective report building in one convenient application.

Detect and distinguish items of interest, Query, retrieve, and view video by content, Report and Share findings, Answer Who-When-What-Why and How.

Automatically Extracted Metadata
- Vehicles
- People
- Text (including OCR recognition)
- Faces (gender/ethnicity)
- Scene Changes
- Surveillance Events (at faster than real time speeds)

VideoRecall uses patent pending technology developed to meet the needs of intelligence analysts.
Reporting with VideoRecall Chart

VideoRecall charts provide convenient report-building with an embedded timeline, standard shapes and drawing tools to organize extracted content effectively. Extracted item thumbnail images can be included in the chart as active links to video sources.

VideoRecall Charts can be saved as PowerPoint presentations with all the linked video packed –to-go for ease of sharing.